
Our company is growing rapidly and is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of systems software engineer. We appreciate you taking the time to
review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of
the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of
experience.

Responsibilities for systems software engineer

Work with customers to correctly define problems and generate
requirements documents
Ensure the logical and systematic conversion of customer or product
requirements into total systems solutions that adhere to technical, schedule,
and cost constraints
Translate customer requirements into hardware and software specifications
Work closely with project managers and product leads to develop project
plans, schedules, estimate resource and material needs
Work closely with developers to correctly design and develop solutions to
customer problems
Understand dependencies for strategy implementation and proposing
solutions
Assist in sourcing of data needs, integration with execution platform and
algorithm frameworks
Collaborate closely with quant researchers and peers to ensure global
consistency
Implementation of tactical solutions
Being functional expert and defining strategic requirements for technology
team

Example of Systems Software Engineer Job
Description
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5 or more year of software development expertise (i.e., Java, C/C++, .NET,
Python, SQL, MATLAB) utilizing popular tool suites (i.e., IBM Rhapsody,
Eclipse, HP Fortify, SonarQube, Understand, GIThub)
9+ years of C4ISR and Command and Control experience
C2 System Engineer Design, deliver, and test and document high-
performance computing and network systems
Provide systems training to users
Military experience (AF, USN, USA, USMC) with emphasis on developing,
integrating, operating, and maintaining computer and communication
systems and working knowledge to AOC Air Tasking Order (ATO) cycle or
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) ops
Certifications or familiarity with cryptographic and cross-domain systems and
a background with either military platforms data links or robotics and
autonomous systems is advantageous


